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THE STORY

All his life, Paul (Paul Gosselin) wanted to be
an actor on the daytime drama, Guiding Light,
but after CBS canceled the series following a
72-year run, Paul thought it was high time to
pack up his life in New York City and move to
Los Angeles. While in the City of Angels,
home to the now four remaining US soap
operas, Paul seeks out wisdom and
inspiration in navigating this disappearing
industry from the one person he believes has
all of the answers, Susan Lucci, aka "Big Sue."

 

 

WHAT IS MISGUIDED



ABOUT THE SERIES
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BUDGET
Season 1: Favors from Friends
Season 2: Raised $6000+ on Kickstarter
Season 3: Raised $8000+ on Seed&Spark

INCLUSION
While MISGUIDED is a series following one gay
man's dream, its message aims to inspire all who
don't always fit in, to continue to pursue their
dreams. The majority of the cast and crew are
women of varying ages, with an all female crew,
most of whom identify as LGBTQ+.

FILMED IN LOS ANGELES
Filming took place in Calabasas, Canoga Park, Chatsworth,
Cheviot Hills, Hollywood, Los Angeles, Sherman Oaks, 
Sylmar, and West Hollywood.

A SAG•AFTRA 
NEW MEDIA PRODUCTION

MisguidedSeries.com

http://www.misguidedseries.com/
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QUOTES
"Great concept...real and 
brutal at times! I couldn’t 
stop watching."

"It's funny, smart, clever & engaging."

"Fun, yet touching and with an honest personal flair."

BRENT STANTON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,  DAYTIME EMMYS

ED KLEIN,  WRITER

TOBY POSER
ACTRESS,  GUIDING LIGHT
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SEASON 1
Paul moves in with his best friend and former soap
opera ingenue, Stephanie (Stephanie Gatschet). He
attempts to break into the industry through various
connections, including with a former lover and now
casting director named Breeze (Ivet Corvea); inviting
Gracie (Katy Jacoby), a writer from The Bold & The
Beautiful to a storytelling show, and attempting to flirt
with a man named Trevor (Chuck Saculla), a
producer of a daytime show, with a secret of his own.
It isn't until Paul comes face to face with two friends
from his past in New York City (Melissa Claire
Egan & Chrishell Stause) that he realizes all might be
hopeless. Finally, when things are looking bleak for
Paul, a woman named Susan Coochie appears and
reignites his passion once again!

2/16/15
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SEASON 2
Jeva Jones (Jean Carol), an agent who saw Paul in his
storytelling showcase gives him some fabulous news: CBS is
bringing back Guiding Light. Not only that, but Jeva wants to
submit Paul for an audition to be the star of the newly
rebooted series. The audition has its challenges though, as
Paul once again is in competition with his arch-nemesis/fuck
buddy, Bauer McBride (Christopher Robert Smith). Though
Bauer may have the looks, Paul seems to have the upper
hand this time, as Breeze is the casting director running the
big audition. All seems to be going well for Paul until he gets a
surprise visit from his mother, Mo (Jacklyn Zeman), who
shakes up his life and thrusts him into his own soap opera...
or does it? When Susan Coochie reappears this season she
offers up some advice to Paul, who is literally fighting for his
life. Part II concludes with the light within Paul being snuffed
out, and now more than ever, it's time to #ReigniteTheLight!

2/22/17
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SEASON 3
After waking up in the hospital with amnesia, Paul
found himself wanting to reboot his life. This meant,
saying goodbye to those who have been by his side
since the "smoothie accident." Luckily for Paul, he
found the support he needed through his therapy
sessions with his new therapist, Tamara (Jean Carol). 
 
Paul is also starting a new chapter in his life with a
new man. He's the happiest he's ever been, falling
madly in love with a restaurant manager named
Doyle (Justin Klosky). Unfortunately, it seems Doyle is
hiding a bigger secret from Paul. Will this new version
of Paul get the happily ever after he never knew he
wanted?

5/27/19
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THE CAST
SEASON 1

Paul Gosselin
Ivet Corvea
Melissa Claire Egan
Stephanie Gatschet
Katy Jacoby
Chuck Saculla
Chrishell Stause

SEASON 2

Paul Gosselin
Meagan Campbell
Jean Carol
Ivet Corvea
Oliver Evans
Stephanie Gatschet
Crystal Hunt
Chris Robert Smith
Jacklyn Zeman

SEASON 3

Paul Gosselin
Jean Carol
Ivet Corvea
Stephanie Gatschet
Justin Klosky
Cynthia Watros
Jacklyn Zeman

INDIE SERIES AWARDS NOMINEES
Melissa Claire Egan - Best Guest Actress - Comedy (ISA7)
Jacklyn Zeman - Best Supporting Actress - Comedy (ISA9)

Cynthia Watros - Best Guest Actress - Drama (ISA11)
Jacklyn Zeman - Best Supporting Actress - Drama (ISA11)



THE CREW
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DIRECTOR
OF

PHOTOGRAPHY

PRODUCTION
TEAM

ROBIN ROEMER
Robin specializes in entertainment, music, lifestyle and portrait
Photography. She's also a Producer, Director of Photography and Co-
Owner of Scheme Machine Studios LLC with her wife Carly. Her
studio is located in Los Angeles.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANCE FROM
Christina Bly, Alexis Bonin, Erica Castillo, Jeff Della Serra, Christina Gan,
Selina Ruthe & Carly Usdin.
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THE CREATOR
PAUL GOSSELIN (@COSMOPAULITAN)

Paul Gosselin is the creator, writer, producer, director, editor
and star of MISGUIDED. Paul is a graduate of the New York
Conservatory of Dramatic Arts and has appeared on One Life
to Live, As the World Turns and alongside The Muppets. Paul
developed MISGUIDED shortly after performing onstage in the
storytelling show "Mortified," where he read fan mail he once
wrote to anyone and everyone involved with his favorite soap
opera, Guiding Light. 
 
Paul has had a blast creating his own soap opera and getting
to work with legends within the daytime community. 
 
For more information visit: paulgosselin.net

http://www.paulgosselin.net/


THANK YOU
SO MUCH!

MisguidedSeries .com Instagram:  @MisguidedSeries

http://www.misguidedseries.com/
http://www.instagram.com/misguidedseries

